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In this note we answer in the n~gative the following question posed by Chvfital 
Question. Is it truc chat if G is a graph of order 4k with minimum aegree 2k, 
there exists a parti,;on of the vertex set into X~ tAX,. with [Xtt = tX_,I = 2k and 
d~lxt>~k for x~X, (we denote by d~Ix) the degree of the vertex x in the 
subgraph induced by X~t? 
For each k > 2 ,,~.~ construct a graph G = (X. E) a.s follows ,for an examplc with 
k = 3 sac Fig. It. "! h,." vertex set is partitioned into A U B U C with iA] = 2,~ - I = 
iB I and 1(21 = 2. TLc :mbgraph induced by A is complete, the subgraph induced by 
B is K2~ ~ less a 2. factor. 
The two points of C are adjacent and each is joined to all lhe vertices of B. 
There are no edges bc~,vecn A and (7. The subgraph induced by the edges 
betweci~ A and B is a cycle of ~ength 4k -2 .  It is easy to see that the degree of 
each puint is 2/.. 
Suppose now that X can be partitioned into X~ U X2 as in the problem. Without 
loss of generality assume that IX, f'l A I < IX, n A I. Let i = IX, f'l AI; clearly i ~ 
k -1 .  
If i=0 ,  then Xe=AU{y} ~or .,,ome ycBUC.  But then d~(y)s '2</. : ,  a
contradiction. 
if i7 ~ 0, then for each a ~A nx j  we have dx , (a )~<( i -1 t+2= i+ 1. Hence. if 
i<k - I  wc have a contradiction. So i=k-1 .  In this case ICfqX21=0 since 
otherwise dx~(c)<k for any c6Cnx> This implies ~:h;~t I cnx , l=2 and 
[Bnxd = k - 1. blow dx,(a) = k for a ~X~ nA only if a is adjacent o two points 
of B n x~. This implies that the edges between A fq X~ and 13 f", X~ form a regular 
graph of degree two. Therefore in lhe graph induced by tlaese edges there is a 
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cycle of length at most 2k -2 .  But this is impossible given the structure of the 
cycle of the edges between A and B. 
Remark. Chvfital's problem brings to mind Lovfisz" the,~rem [2]: 
H (; ix a graph of ma~imun: degree 21 and i.f J  I. J2 are posilice integers uch that 
.3~ J , -  t -- 1, lliere exi.sl.~ a l~arlilion of the vertex set i~no X I U X2 wJlh dx. (x l~ J ,  
Indeed. if we apply kovfisz" theorem to the complementary graph of a graph 
satisfying the hypothesis of Chvfital's p ,ohlem (with .3 = 2k -  1. 2l~ = J ,  = k 1) 
wc obtain that tberc exists a partition of the vertices into X~ UX~ with [X~I= 
2k : r  iX2! 2k - r  and dx, (X)~k= r for xc_Xl and dx: (x t )k - r  for xeX2.  
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